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This CD contains The Flamingos singing one of their past hits, "Think About Me". It also introduces

brilliant new talent. You will love the R&B and jazz style of Miss Val, Panache is destined to be the artist

and producer of the next generation, Eddie  T 10 MP3 Songs URBAN/R&B: Rhythm  Blues, JAZZ:

Smooth Jazz Details: The Flamingo's and Friends are setting a new benchmark in entertainment. It has

been said that the Flamingo's and Friends CD is like listening to the radio, it creates diverse feelings but

never lets' go of your heart. Many have told us that this is the CD that gets them started in the day, while

others say they play it to help them unwind after a busy work day. The constantly made statement is

always "I play the CD everyday. I get into every track on it". Why is this CD so-o-o-o Hot! Well consider

this. The CD opens with the Rock and Roll Hall of Fames' "The Flamingos". Think About Me was a giant

sleeper which would not be denied it proper place in the halls of music, thus turned into a major hit for

"The Flamingos". It is back with even greater power than before. Now, following this up with a band that is

know as the sound behind many of the classic groups of today, (The Persuasions, The Dubs, The Drifters

just to mention a few). The Band is known as Panache, and their sound is timeless. From Old School the

Hip Hop, this is the band that has proven over and over again that they can handle it. Eddie and the

Starlights lean on the Old School sound, but are in no way locked in a one band sound. They can

convince the toughest skeptic, make a man appreciate his woman and a woman appreciate her man.

They are the chef of thought, administrator of harmony and the herald of love. Their music will hit you

deep on the inside and take residence there in your spirit. Ms. Val is the surprise of the 21 century. To

hear her singing What's Going On introduces you to Ms. Val's Adult-Contemporary style, her R&B world,

jazz to smooth jazz sounds. She can mix it up "hot" and carry you from old school to new school in four

beats and just might give you three and a-half beats change back. She will capture your heart as you
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experience the words and melody streaming into your brain straight from the heart of Ms. Val.
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